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Contained,
comprehensive care
Bernie Baldwin reports on the range of nacelle support service from OEMs
and third party MRO providers
As an OEM, Safran Nacelles
believes that applying its
experience as the nacelle
designer, manufacturer to MRO
services is highly valuable,
especially with the growing
use of composites in engine
nacelles, making diagnostics of
thermal degradation increasingly
important (photo: Airbus)

T

he nacelle system is a unique technical
proposition. It is designed to withstand the
extreme environments of thermal cycle, vibration
and operation in close proximity to the engine while
being suﬃciently lightweight to minimise fuel burn,
durable enough to sustain repeated exposure to cyclic
loads and able to oﬀer noise reduction through
acoustic engineering technology.”
If you ever wanted to know the level of challenge in
maintaining the nacelles of modern aircraft engines, then
that description by Steve Callan, Senior Director MRO at
UTC Aerospace Systems, of a nacelle’s task is as good a
place to start as any.
There are many diﬀerent elements to a nacelle
– engine cowling, inlet cowl, fan cowl, thrust reverser,
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core cowl, the exhaust system and more – and the
amount of work required for each can vary. Moreover,
as Callan notes, there are no prescribed shop
maintenance intervals for nacelles.
“While some airlines base their nacelle maintenance
on reactive events such as FOD [foreign object damage]
incidents, our experience shows that this methodology
increases long-term maintenance costs and impacts on
nacelle reliability,” says Callan. “Taking a preventative
approach and selecting the right maintenance partner
can beneﬁt airlines both operationally and ﬁnancially.”
He adds that, by tailoring repair workscopes to the
appropriate phase of a customer’s aircraft lifecycle,
UTAS can deliver OEM quality service at market
competitive prices. f
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According to Roy Campbell, MRO Programme
Manager, Europe & Asia for Bombardier Aerostructures
& Engineering Services, of all the elements in the nacelle,
the thrust reverser (TR) systems traditionally demand
more attention from operators because of the nature
of the component in terms of use and design. “The TR
operates in a harsh environment. Actuation systems
(moving parts), deployed engine bypass loads and
temperature combine to challenge the component,”
he explains.

the others. “The amount of work required is determined
mostly by the condition of the unit received for service,” he
observes. “However, for standard wear and tear, thrust
reversers generally require the most work because they
have a greater number of attaching components and are
subject to higher aerodynamic and static loads during
operation. Additionally, the thrust reverser also has a large
number of moving parts that tend to develop wear more
frequently than non-moving parts such as those
belonging to the fan and inlet cowls.”

“The TR is an on-condition maintenance component;
however, many operators elect to follow a proactive,
preventative maintenance approach. Operators will
typically review TRs during scheduled maintenance
activities, which contributes to a greater removal rate,”
Campbell adds.

Expanding on Cervera’s points, Hastings Siegfried,
Vice Chairman of NORDAM Repair Division, remarks:
“Nacelle and reverser repairs are similar to those
on other structures; however, the range of material
types, design features, operating temperatures and
service environments add complexity. Each nacelle
component has its own speciﬁc requirements which
greatly aﬀect what we typically see when evaluating
components for repair.

The next component requiring attention is the
inlet cowl. “While static, its position at the front of the
nacelle means that it is susceptible to FOD (bird-strike,
debris, ground support damage),” he continues.
“This component does not have any scheduled
maintenance other than general visual checks. However,
its anti-icing system creates a harsh environment which
can have detrimental eﬀects on the component.”
The Bombardier executive emphasises that the
scope of any nacelle repair “is dictated by the level of
disassembly and damage to be addressed and it is not
uncommon at tear-down stage to ﬁnd more damage than
that reported”. A visual inspection can fail to pick up
hidden damage under the surface.
As an OEM, Safran Nacelles’ MRO capabilities
bring together its experience as the nacelle designer,
manufacturer and MRO services supplier. “Applying this
expertise to MRO activities is highly valuable, especially
with the growing use of composites in engine nacelles,
making diagnostics of thermal degradation increasingly
important,” comments Olivier Savin,
the company’s Vice President
of Customer Support
and Services.

New processes and changes in
the material composition can
create challenges in sourcing
material from the aftermarket.
Some OEMs try to reduce
competition and choice by
restricting access to OEM data
for these new types of repair
(photo: HEICO)
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“The reverser requires more attention and is the more
complex assembly of the engine nacelle system due to its
dynamic nature, with inlet cowls being second,” Siegfried
adds. “While component maintenance and structural
repair manuals provide repair instructions for most types
of minor damage, some components suﬀer more damage
that requires the design of customised repairs.”
Such complex repairs require advanced capabilities
that are very limited. Because NORDAM has invested to
make itself suitably capable, it therefore claims a leading
role in this MRO ﬁeld. The company is always looking to
come up with innovative repairs to give increased service
life to parts.
“The most common types of damage we see on
structural components include cracks, gouges, tears,
dents, oversize holes, wear, delamination, ﬂuid
ingression, corrosion and erosion,”
Siegfried reports. “ f

“An example is the inner ﬁxed structure
(IFS) element of a nacelle’s thrust reverser,
which encases the engine’s portions
located between the fan case and the
nozzle. One side of the IFS faces the engine,
while the other faces the bypass air duct
and creates an aerodynamically smooth
path for the cooler air,”
Savin elucidates.
Vladimir Cervera, Vice President and General Manager
of HEICO Component Repair Group – Structures Division,
does not believe that any one element of a nacelle
inherently needs more attention and/or replacement than
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By introducing material changes to enhance fatigue
cracking resistance, applying anti-wear coatings,
utilising new welding techniques, and using newer
composite materials, out of autoclave repairs and
surface treatments, we can extend the life of repaired
components and minimise occurrences of repetitive
damage. Designing repairs for durability is an integral
component of the repair development process – in
addition to safety, compliance, and ease of
performance – all while being cost-sensitive.”
When your company can gain leverage from its
manufacturing expertise, it certainly helps when
developing innovative repairs, as Bombardier’s
Campbell points out. He believes it is a key
diﬀerentiator for the company’s MRO work –
particularly being a centre of excellence in composites.
“We apply our Design Organisation Authorisation
(DOA) to ﬁnding new solutions to repair and in-service
issues. This has enabled us to provide cost-saving
solutions for simple components such as hinges and
for more complex components such as TR composite
structures,” he states.
Bombardier’s use of its DOA in the repair process
has seen it use its patented Resin Transfer Infusion
(RTI) process to rebuild damaged composite
components. “Using the DOA for in-service design
changes to improve the life of components, brought
about the RB211-535E4X conversion, which replaces
an aluminium liner with carbon composite,” states
Campbell. “The beneﬁts include reduced weight and
better durability. Also, aluminium typically corrodes
and drives parts oﬀ-wing, whereas carbon is more
resistant to environmental damage.”
Having the DOA also meant that the OEM could
create a Service Bulletin to solve a customer issue.
“This particular unit previously came oﬀ-wing for the
replacement of lip skin rivets. We came up with a
solution to install access panels around the inlet cowl
so that the lip skin rivets could be replaced on-wing,
thus eliminating the necessity to remove the unit and
send it for repair,” Campbell recalls.
Another OEM, UTC Aerospace Systems, has
dedicated nacelle MRO facilities around the world,
each operated on the principals of lean management
and continuous improvement. “Utilising these
resources and undertaking research into areas such as
innovative welding processes, has brought about
reductions in disassembly levels and created faster
unit throughput. These result in savings
we can pass to the customer,” Callan remarks.
“The increasingly stringent environmental and
noise regulations faced by airports and airlines has also
driven maintenance innovation, with UTAS recently
launching a range of ‘zero acoustic loss’ repairs to the
market,” he adds.
“Parallel to the development of repairs, UTAS has
also been active in tooling design improvement,
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allowing major nacelle components to be mounted
for 360° access. This reduces in-shop time, with
customers beneﬁtting from lower costs and reduced
TAT,” Callan declares.
Safran Nacelles’ latest development involves
infrared thermography. The company has created
a new handheld non-destructive evaluation tool,
called Presto, to assess thermal damage on composite
structures such as the IFS. “This highly portable tool
can be used to perform on-site assessments of the
eﬀects of overheating, while the thrust reverser is still
installed on-wing,” says Savin. “The intervention team
assesses the damage in detail and provides customers
with a rapid and conclusive diagnosis. With all the key
elements in hand, repair engineers are able to release
the material for full life operations or deﬁne the work
for a certiﬁed repair.”
HEICO’s Cervera relates that his repair group has
developed a large number of FAA/EASA approved
Designated Engineering Representative (DER) repairs
in combination with the use of PMA parts to salvage
and extend the life of the thrust reverser and nacelle
components. “OEM repairs typically do not want the
refurbishment of major structural components,
preferring customers to buy brand new parts at higher
prices; HEICO has developed and implemented repairs
to save these very expensive parts that would normally
be deemed BER beyond economical repair (BER) by the
OEM and most other MROs,” he posits.
Cervera goes on to note how new nacelles and
thrust reverser designs are increasingly using new
materials and technologies. “Consequently, these new
processes and changes in the material composition
can create challenges in sourcing material from the
aftermarket. Some OEMs try to reduce competition
and choice by restricting access to OEM data for these
new types of repairs,” he claims.
Beyond the sourcing and data argument, UTAS’s Callan
agrees that next-generation nacelle systems – such as
those on 787 and A350 ﬂeets – have resulted in
signiﬁcant changes to the maintenance process. “With
larger fan diameters, the requirement for weight
reduction has driven increased adoption of composite
materials and reduced use of bonded metallic parts,”
he comments. This results in lower allowable damage
limits and increased reliance on highly accurate
non-destructive testing methods and stress
engineering analysis to determine the most-eﬃcient
repair method.
“Given the greater complexity levels in performing
composite repairs, there is an increasing reliance
on ‘in shop’ repairs. To support these events, more
complex tooling and infrastructure is required,” he adds.
To handle this, UTAS has made a signiﬁcant investment
in one of Europe’s largest aerospace autoclaves to
support future demand. f
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While the use of composites in nacelles has indeed
grown, Savin is quick to point out that metals such as
titanium have only been used for engine exhaust nozzles
for just over a decade. He indicates that Safran Nacelles’
expertise with titanium nozzles on the A380’s engines has
led to airline customers entrusting repairs of damaged
nozzles to the company.
“Continuous research and technology eﬀorts at Safran
Nacelles are aimed at larger-scale composite repairs
and for increasingly complicated tasks – including more
complex shaped components and in areas that have
acoustic treatment,” Savin conﬁrms.
As with so many maintenance services, support
for nacelles is increasingly delivered via integrated
programmes. Safran Nacelles is no diﬀerent.
“Responding to airlines’ demands for increasingly
rapid, comprehensive and cost-eﬀective services, Safran
Nacelles developed NacelleLife, providing complete
coverage of our jet engine nacelle systems,” reports Savin.
“The elements of NacelleLife include initial
provisioning assistance and hands-on maintenance
coaching for an aircraft’s pre-entry phase; on-site
presence and technical documentation at entryinto-operation; ﬂeet management for operational
continuity, along with scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance while in revenue service; followed by
transition support for the phase-out,” the Vice President
adds. “In addition to the Presto non destructive
evaluation tool, NacelleLife includes JetLife, a mobile
application that provides the latest service bulletins
(SBs) for an airline's entire nacelle ﬂeet.”
UTC Aerospace Systems has 111,500m² of dedicated
nacelle MRO ﬂoor space across eight global facilities.

services ranging from customised repair programmes,
through high availability asset exchange solutions and
onwards to ﬂight hour based, risk transfer support.”
Bombardier aims to do the majority of its MRO work
either in-house or on-site with an operator. “Where it
makes ﬁnancial sense, though, we will outsource or
partner with a vendor, ” Campbell conﬁrms. “We provide a
range of maintenance solutions from which the customer
will pick the most cost-eﬀective for them. Also, we can act
as back-up support for an operator’s maintenance shop.”
It is a similar story of in-house capabilities at HEICO,
according to Cervera. “We can perform all nacelle
maintenance in-house, including autoclave services,”
he emphasises.
“We oﬀer spares support programmes that include
advanced exchanges from our spares pool. We also oﬀer
onsite ﬂeet assessment of thrust reversers and nacelles
while on-wing, to gauge the condition of these parts,
with the ability to develop a preventative maintenance
schedule for committed customer programmes,”
the Vice President notes.
Likewise, Siegfried highlights NORDAM’s capabilities
– welding, vacuum furnace brazing, heat treatment,
autoclaves, anodising tanks, machine shop, tool
manufacturing, and engineering, including EASA
Part 21J DOA and FAA DERs, as well as what they mean.
“We’re fully capable of oﬀering worldwide in-house repair,
inspection, overhaul, on-wing inspection and support,
as well as spares and leases for nacelle and thrust reverser
products,” he stresses.

This means that all maintenance is undertaken
in-house and OEM certiﬁcation is provided on completion.

“We provide all component maintenance in-house,
and utilise some outside processing for speciﬁc
requirements to keep the costs to our customers down,”
Siegfried adds.

“Such capacity allows for full scalability of support
programmes,” notes Callan. “Customers can select from

Integrated, comprehensive repairs and costs kept
down? Just what the airline customer wants. 

UTC Aerospace Systems
has dedicated nacelle MRO
facilities around the world.
Seen here is Prestwick in
Scotland (photo: UTAS)
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